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An old man’s mitten 
Latvian fairy tale 



Once upon a time it was a 

cold winter.  

An  old man wanted to go 

to the forest to get  wood. 

 Suddenly the old man 

wanted to  light his pipe. 

 Whilst he was searching 

for  tobacco and a 

cigarette-lighter, he lost 

one  mitten. 



A fly was running 

away from the  frost, 

noticed the mitten 

and ran  inside it. 

She was happy and 

started  to dance. 



A mouse was running from 

the frost, ran  to the mitten 

and asked :” Who dances in  
the mitten?” 
“ I - the queen of the 

flies.But who are  you?” 
“ I am a mouse -pepper. 

Allow me to  warm 

myself.” 
“ Crawl in and get warm!” 
The mouse crawled in the 

mitten. Both  the mouse and 

the fly started to dance. 



A hare that was running away 

from  the frost, noticed the 

mitten, run to it  and asked: “ 
Who dances in the  mitten?” 
“ I - the queen of the flies and 

the  mouse - pepper. But who 

are you?”  “ I am a hare - white 

tail. Allow me to  warm myself.” 
“ OK, crawl in and get warm!” 
The hare crawled in the glove 

and all  the three began to 

dance. 



A wolf that was running from 

the frost  run to the mitten and 

asked:” Who  dances in the 

mitten?” 
“ I - the queen of the flies, the 

mouse -  pepper and the hare -

white taile. But  who are you.” 
“ I am a wolf - snappy ear. Allow 

me to  warm myself.” 
“ OK, crawl in and get warm!” 
The wolf crawled in the mitten 

and all  the four begin to dance. 



A bear that was running from the 

frost,  run to the mitten and 

asked: “ Who  dances in the 

mitten?” 
“ I -the queen of the flies, the 

mouse 

-pepper and the hare - white 

tail and  the wolf - snappy ear. 

But who are  you?” 
“ I am the big shaggy - haired 

bear.  Allow me to warm 

myself.” 
“ OK, crawl in and get warm!” 



Suddenly the cock 

arrived and  sang :” 
Kikeriguu! Let’s run! “ 



The dancers got scared and 

everybody  began to force 

their way out of the  mitten.The 

fly left to the king’s palace, the  
mouse to the cellar of 

potatoes, the hare -to  the 

oats, the wolf - to the bushes, 

the bear -  to the wood. 

While they were running, they 

tore the old  man’s mitten. 

And so to this day the old  

man walks with one mitten. 



Instructions and ideas for  

finger - puppets  

(step by step) 

You will need: 

 
Felt  

Hot glue 

Eyes or small pearls  

Scissors 

Paper for drawing an  

example  

Pencil 



1. 2. 

4. 5. 

You can make a  

small finger puppet  

by yourself! 

Follow the steps,  

it’s easy! 

 

 
3. 



Our work and  

discoveries 



Our hare - white  

tail 



The queen of  

the flies 



Good luck! 


